Structure propagation for image registration.
Mosaicing is a commonly used technique in many medical imaging applications where subimages are stitched together in order to obtain a larger field of view. However, stitching, which involves alignment or registration in overlapping regions, is often challenging when the information shared by subimages is absent or small. While it is not possible to perform an alignment without overlap using existing techniques, imaging artifacts such as distortions towards image boundaries present further complications during registration by decreasing the reliability of available information. Without taking these into consideration, a registration approach might violate the continuity and the smoothness of structures across subimages. In this paper, we propose a novel registration approach for the stitching of subimages in such challenging scenarios. By using a perceptual grouping approach, we extend subimages beyond their boundaries by propagating available structures in order to obtain structural maps in the extended regions. These maps are then used to establish correspondences between subimages when the shared information is absent, small or unreliable. Using our approach ensures the continuity and the smoothness of structures across subimage boundaries. Furthermore, since only structures are used, the proposed method can also be used for the stitching of multi-modal images. Our approach is unique in that it also enables contactless stitching. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method by performing several experiments on synthetic and medical images. Moreover, we show how stitching is possible in the presence of a physical gap between subimages.